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Background
Eradication strategies must consider all cellular sources
of virus. During the course of infection, HIV-1 can
evolve to acquire new cell tropism. We have examined
virus in blood and cerebral spinal fluid to identify virus
capable of infecting macrophages.
Methods
Viral env genes were amplified by PCR using limiting
template dilution. The amplicons were sequenced and a
subset was cloned into an expression vector. The cloned
env genes were used to create pseudotyped virus that was
then tested for entry into Affinofile cells expressing high
and low levels of CD4.
Results
We examined virus in blood and CSF in eight subjects with
advanced HIV disease and with neurocognitive involve-
ment. All eight subjects had highly compartmentalized
virus in comparing blood and CSF. In half of the subjects,
the virus decayed rapidly in blood and CSF when therapy
was initiated, and all env genes tested could infect cells
only when there were high levels of CD4, both features
indicative of infection of activated T cells in both the blood
and central nervous system (CNS). In the other half of the
subjects, virus decayed slowly in the CSF, but rapidly in
the blood with the initiation of therapy, and the virus in
the CSF could infect cells with low levels of CD4, indicative
of the presence of macrophage-tropic virus in the CNS.
However, the majority of the virus in the blood retained
the requirement for high levels of CD4 for infection.
Conclusions
Macrophage-tropic viruses evolve late in disease and are
compartmentalized in the CNS and perhaps elsewhere.
They are produced from cells with a long half-life com-
pared with activated T cells. Finally, they are poorly
represented in the blood, even when they predominate in
the CNS.
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